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Chemical databases
 A chemical database

store chemical information

 This information is about
spectra, reactions and

 Chemical databases/resources
computer-aided drug
chemoinformatics or bioinformatics

 These databases gives
build knowledge-based
designing drug molecules
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databases
database is a database specifically designed to
information.

about chemical and crystal structures,
syntheses, and thermophysical data.

databases/resources are the backbone of
drug discovery, whether it is
bioinformatics.

gives information which can be used to
based models for discovering and

molecules.



List of major databases
widely used:-

PubChem
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databases that are freely available and



 PubChem is a database
activities against biological
maintained by the National
Information (NCBI), a
of Medicine, which is
Institutes of Health (NIH

 PubChem is the world's
accessible chemical information

 Also search chemicals
structure, and other identifiersstructure, and other identifiers
properties, biological
information, patents, literature
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database of chemical molecules and their
biological assays. The system is
National Center for Biotechnology
a component of the National Library
is part of the United States National

(NIH).

world's largest collection of freely
information.

chemicals by name, molecular formula,
identifiers. Find chemical and physicalidentifiers. Find chemical and physical

biological activities, safety and toxicity
literature citations and more.



ChemSpider
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 ChemSpider is a web-based
related articles and patents

 The range of data stored in
identifiers (IUPAC/common/trade
InChIs), properties (experimental
crystallographic, images and

Search by chemical 
names

•Systematic names
•Synonyms

Search by chemical 

•Create structure

What can I do with ChemSpider?
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•Synonyms
•Trade names

•Identifiers (molecular 
formulas, SMILES,

InChIs, registry 
numbers)

•Draw structures in the 

•Use structure files from 
your computer

•Substructure searching
•Similarity searching

Predict Chemical 
Properties

•Log P
•Log D

•Polar Surface Area
•Surface Tension
•Refractive Index

•Chemical structures
•Chemical properties
•Spectra (NMR, IR, 

Raman, Mass Spectra, 

•Crystallographic 
Information Files

based database of chemical data and links to
patents.

in ChemSpider includes chemical structures,
(IUPAC/common/trade names, synonyms, SMILES,

(experimental and predicted), spectral,
and also draw a molecule.

Search by chemical 
structure

Create structure-based 
queries

Find important data
•Literature references
•Physical properties
•Interactive spectra

What can I do with ChemSpider?

queries
Draw structures in the 

web page
Use structure files from 

your computer
Substructure searching

Similarity searching

•Interactive spectra
•Chemical suppliers

Deposit Data
Chemical structures
Chemical properties
Spectra (NMR, IR, 

Raman, Mass Spectra, 
UV-Vis)

Crystallographic 
Information Files

Curate Data
•Add names/identifiers

•Correct Name-Structure 
associations

•Add literature 
references



eMolecules
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ZINC15
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ZINC database contains
virtual screening. In this
like molecular weight, logP

DrugBank
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21 million compounds available for
this database various molecule features
logP etc are included.



 The database that combines
pharmacological and
comprehensive drug
pathway) information.

 The database contains
FDA-approved small
biotech (protein/peptide)
experimental drugs.
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combines detailed drug (i.e. chemical,
and pharmaceutical) data with
target (i.e. sequence, structure, and
.

contains 6712 drug entries including 1448
molecule drugs, 131 FDA-approved

(protein/peptide) drugs, 85 nutraceuticals and 5080


